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not available for this variation. International Priority Shipping. Every car has its own wiring
system set up from the factory to run the electronics in the vehicle. Aftermarket wiring
harnesses can help you connect your new car stereo easily and effortlessly. There are different
types of aftermarket wiring harness kits that exist today, however most are pretty basic. Many of
the older cars will allow you to use an aftermarket harness to make basic connections behind
the radio; but the newer cars are much more advanced and utilize many different modules to
run the infotainment system. What you see where the radio information displays in the car is
really just a display screen showing information that the radio tuner is sending to it. In these
cases; a specialized wiring harness is needed, with all the proper connections and terminals to
allow all the components to talk to one another without setting any error codes. If you are you
looking to integrate a new radio or navigation system in your car and just need all the wiring for
the correct installation, Then you need to look no further. At MVI Inc. We also provide a full set
of instructions and installer self-help videos with your order when available , plus up to 15
minutes of technical support! Our team has over 26 years of combined experience working
specifically in the GM family, so you can be certain that you will not find another company with
the same knowledge of your vehicle as we do. A professional is not needed to install the
harness kits. Tech support must be scheduled via text message, MVI is not able to provide on

demand tech support. We do provide installs here in town Denver Colorado. Installs vary
depending on vehicle and what is being done. All of our products come with a 1 year warranty.
We ship UPS Insured and a signature is required at the time of delivery to ensure your product
does not get lost or stolen. Some will also require some basic soldering or military splicing. The
harness kits ship fully labeled and we do have a video showing the proper way to make
connections. More important to me is the customer service they provide. Anthony is very
knowledgeable and passionate about his work. He was able to get me set up quickly and with
the information for me to confidently do the work myself. Again, thank you MVI for your help
and commitment to excellent customer service. The team at MVI was great! They helped me
upgrade my Silverado to factory navigation with Apple Carplay. The parts were nationally back
ordered when I ordered, but they arrived earlier than the date MVI said they would ship. I was a
little nervous about having to take a few things apart to install the parts, but the instructions
and video links made the installation very easy with no issues. They send you a video after you
finalize your purchase showing the installation and what tools you will need. I truly have no
complaints! I highly recommend MVI! Hands down the best aftermarket interface products for av
integration out there. I leveraged unlock and DVD upgrade, but to keep the truck together
Anthony preprogrammed the Hmi and the screen and sent requesting my cores back. Truck was
literally apart for 40 minutes under diy install. If you need anything av, start at mvi inc. Skip to
content. Click to view Chevy Harness Kits. Click to view Buick Harness Kits. Click to view
Cadillac Harness Kits. What Is A Harness Kit? Custom Harness Kit Features. Common
Questions From Our Customers. Does a professional need to install the harness kit? Do you
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Register. New Releases. Project Select project. All Makes All Years. All models. All trims.
Steering wheel. All Brands. All Models. All Types. Products: All Products. Firmwares: All
Firmwares. Amplifier Replacement. Greatly simplifies the installation of the Maestro AR module
sold separately. More info. This solution will reprogram the factory radio to amplified mode.
AMI1 Amplifier replacement harness for select Mitsubishi vehicles and up. Can be used when
adding an aftermarket amplifier or when installing an aftermarket radio. Greatly simplifies the
installation of the DSR1 and aftermarket amplifier sold separately. Greatly simplifies the
addition of the DSR1 and amplifiers. Does not work with DSR1. This harness is installed at the
Bluetooth module to re-route the steering wheel control wires without cutting them. Includes
T-harness, radio panel and steel radio brackets. Maestro RR and iDatalink-compatible
aftermarket radio are required and sold separately. Greatly simplifies the installation of the
Maestro RR module. For back-up camera and rear seat entertainment the AVCH1 is also
required. Includes T-harness, radio panel, steel radio brackets and USB adapters. Covers all
factory radio trims. Includes a panel to adapt to both types of climate control and USB hub
replacement. Includes T-harness, radio panel, steel radio brackets and USB adapter. FOR1
Radio Replacement bezel for early ford vehicles with modular navigation platform. Greatly
simplifies the installation of the Maestro RR module sold separately. Greatly simplifies the
installation of the Maestro SW module sold separately. Includes a gold and a silver trim along
with provisions for 2 different climate controls and USB hub replacement. K Dash kit and
T-harness solution for Ford F with the 4. Part KIT-F K Dash kit and T-harness solution for
Chrysler C in all trims. Part KIT-C This part is not sold by Automotive Data Solutions. Part B.
RAM1 Radio replacement bezel for Ram trucks with a factory 8" screen. SAT1 Connect a factory
satellite antenna to an aftermarket satellite radio tuner. Eliminates the need to install or mount
aftermarket antenna or modify factory connector. SMB connector for use on most aftermarket
satellite radio tuners. SAT2 Connect a factory satellite antenna to an aftermarket satellite radio
tuner. SP1 Chime Speaker required for select vehicles with collision avoidance, lane departure
or blind spot detection systems. For use with Maestro RR sold separately. STO1 Connect a
factory satellite antenna to an aftermarket satellite radio tuner. Includes one adapator for
connecting the Toyota satellite radio antenna to aftermarket satellite radio tuner. Also includes
two adaptors to connect Toyota GPS antenna to most aftermartet radios. Fits in the factory
location and plugs directly into the aftermarket radio. Connects the factory USB port and 3.
Connects the factory USB port to an aftermarket radio in select Subaru vehicles. About ADS.
Stay Up to date. Support: 1. Most of our harness are designed to work with the REI line of
radios. Some of the more popular brands we also offer a harness designed for those that
already have a radio. Included with the REI harness is a diagram that shows what each wire is
used for so you can cut off the REI side connector plug and wire it to your aftermarket radio
with ease. For those installing your own radio we offer a easy pigtail that can be wired to your
own radios pigtail and then plug into the tractors radio harness. No worry trying to ID the colors

or wires. Purchase harness below. Most of your JCB applications should look like this. If so and
you have your own radio this harness will work on any radio. If the tractor side matches the pic
then this is the harness you need. John Deere furnished a seperate ground wire bundled with
the antenna lead. This was a way of JD for fixing ground noise created on the tractor. The
factory black ground wire usually had a round lung ring fitting on it. Our harness adapter has
the color code on it. If you are buying your own tractor radio from someone else Farm Radio
Supply has the wiring harness for it. Purchase the 16 Pin Kioti radio harness and wire it to the
pigtail of the new radio you just bought. The Kubota 9 Pin harness includes crimp caps and a
wire tie to insure your install is secure. FRS prewires its radios with this harness if requested
thru the text box under each radio. Older and some M series tractors used a 9 pin as well but
rectangle not square like the 9 Pin. FRS also sells the popular 9 Pin Kubota harness for those
who already have their own radio. No extra pigtail harness needed. McCormick has made it easy
to in
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stall a new radio in its equipment. If not sure it applies to your application, remove the radio
and examine the connector. Should consists of either a single plug divided into 2 sections that
can contain 8 pins each or 2 separate 8 pin connectors that look similar. Refer to pic of black
connector. If the pic here matches the one on your tractor this is the one you need. This makes
a cheaper choice if you are installing your own radio because it does not have the D6 plug on
the other end. Another common harness is the Here you can purchase it without the D6 plug on
the other end and save a lot. FRS Check back to see more product. When it comes to knowing
which harness would fit your tractor the best way is to pull out the radio and compare it to the
ones listed for your brand. If you are cannot do this take a pic and text it to along with as much
info about make model year. If that is still not a good way for you just call us a We have several
sources to help you ID which one is right.

